HT2202-WH-V1

In-Wall TV Power Kit

Expand Your Business

Installation Advantages

Extend the electrical power from the

Be prepared for anything with the unique

existing wall outlet to behind the wall

shape of the HT2202-WH-V1, which offers

mounted TV without ever having to

a large enough cutout for visual inspection

modify the home’s electrical wiring –

of fire blocks or other obstacles inside

making retrofit flat panel installations

the wall. Find and address the problem

complete, fast and profitable.

without any external wall damage,
saving you both time and money.

Support Total Power Needs
Provide power to more than just the TV.
The duplex receptacle supports many
plug types, including right angle plugs
as well as many other power supply
shapes, making it easy to power up
additional devices such as set top boxes,
digital TV adapters, or sound bars.
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The bracket’s vertical orientation is ideal

FEATURES




for installations with non-standard stud
widths such as for corner TV placement.



The power input module matches the
shape and finish of other wall devices for
uniformity throughout the home. It is also
easy to expand and customize, providing
the greatest flexibility for different
entertainment center applications.







Simplifies on wall flat panel installations
– even in difficult to mount locations
Hides power and AV cables for
a clean, on wall installation
Compatible with any TV brand
and easily expandable
Powers multiple devices
through duplex receptacle
ETL listed power input module
and power cable assembly
Kit Includes: Power Output Module
(includes 6 ft pre-wired cord), Power
Input Module, Drywall Bracket,
6ft Power Cord, and Cut-out Template
with Complete Instruction Guide

KIT INCLUDES

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

The Power Input Module can also be
ganged together for greater flexibility.
POWER OUTPUT MODULE
Installs in-wall
behind flat panel TV

IN-WALL PRE-WIRED
POWER CORD

POWER INPUT
MODULE
Installs in-wall behind
A/V equipment

designed to be better™
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